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WHAT IS AN aMERICAN?

by

Madeleine Giguare
Profes5or of Sociology
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham

May 6, 1977
Shelburne, New H'Jlmpshire _ .
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Tri-State Conference on
the Education of Limited
Engli~~~Speaking Children

WHAT IS AN AMERICAN?

The answer to this question is in part determined from
whence the response comes - a geographic location, a site in
a social topography or a place in a cultural base.

To take

the easier distinction first, the European may or may not
mean the United States when he says America, certainly the
South American will say, we too are Americans, South American
if you wish, but .Americans neverthelessi the Mexican will
say that he too is an American, a North American, as are his
neighbors to the northo

Canadians also will say that they

are American, North Americans calling themselves Canadians and
~

11

reserving the simple term American for their neighbors to the
south.

And, of course, the Canadian usage is also the common

American meaning: . a~ American is a person of the United
My

talk will deal with

is an American.

~

internal usage

This ' ! ma~ ~ mportant to

flJ /1.S.

large extent determine s the definition of us made
by

other peopleso
If one is a full participant in our society one assumes

that everyone else is.

In my course in Social Change, I use

a Simulated Society exercise in which there is a deprived
region, it is a very depressing experience for middle class
students not to be able to participate fully in the society
because of the lack of resources.

They have to scramble so

hard just to keep alive that they exercise little or no
influence in this society often trading their notes in government for food.

It is a most worthwhile learning experience for
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these students to see what deprivation can do to you psychologically and sociallye

Similarly, it is difficult for us to

understand the effects oft.he deprivation which "new Americans"
felt with relation to the people who were already here or who
were taking them over.
time to eradicate.

Some of that deprivation takes a long

The pre-American Revolution · stock has

dominated American society down through the years.

The first

American President not of pre-revolutionary stock was a very
popular General in one of our major and successful wars, \
Dwight David Eisenhower.

One hundred and seventy-five years

was needed to make true the Declaration of Independence's
ringing statement of equality as between pre and post-revolutionary stock.

And later the election of John F. Kennedy to

the Presidency proclaimed the equality of Catholics withi~ the
American Republic.

But we have not yet had a President whose

ancestors were incorporated into the U.S. after the Civil War,
nor a Jewish President, nor a Black President, nor a Native
'I

American President.

We are all Americans, but"some are more

equal than others, '1 to quote George Orwell in Animal Farm.
Ancestry still plays a larger role in determining degrees of
possible participation in the American system than we would
like to think.

The T.V. production of "Roots" has had the

positive function of bringing ancestry to the fore of the
American consciousness Where we can confront it for blacks,
whites and by analogy for all the racial and ethnic groups in
the United States.

It has made us aware of . the diversity of

our backgrounds, not only the Mayflower, but also the slave
ships.

And for us as Franco-Americans it has brought visions

of the ships coming first to St. Croix Island in Maine in 1605
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and then to Port Royal in 1606 - the first of the Acadian
settlements, and then of the ships taking Champlain ·to mund the

.'

.

trading post that was to become the City of Quebec in 1608.

our French-Canadian and Acadian ancestry are with us early,
since the priests who officisted at baptism, marliiages, and
burials were paid by the French government to ~end copies of
.the documents to the central government.

For instance, in

doing s~~e preliminary homawork for a genealogical trip to
Normandy, Perche, and Brittany this coming summer,
;, i
•

·

I

\

i

I I

I found

!\:

I

1.

that one of my ancestors, Abraham Martin\was the owner of
I

the famous plain, the plain of Abraham, on which the French and·
English fought ~he crucial battle for the control of North
America.

I

am sure that I share that distinction with several

thousand other persons since the numbers comi--ng to New France
were limited, not more than 10,000 and most of them came before
1700.

We French are old settlers in North America sharing the

honors with the Spanish # the English, and the Scotch-Irisho
But these claims of old settler status are not validated in
the United States culture for the French or for the Spanisha
And so·we see that length of settlement on this continent is
not a major criteria for what is an American in the United
States.

Perhaps it is length of residence in what is now

United States territory?

But looking at the Louisiana Pur-

chase of 1803 and the Florida Purchase of 1819, the Webster~
Ashburton Treaty of 1842, the Texas Annexation of 1845 and the
Mexican Cession of 1848 and knowing that Santa Fe was founded
in 1608 . and that the Acadians were on the American side of the
Sto John River in Maine by the 1780's, we know that length of
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residence within the contemporary boundaries of the U.S. are
not crucial t<)Jthe determination of what is an American.
Ce2:tainly it. is not discovery, since the French mapped
out not only the contemporary Canada but also Vermont, whose

great lake is named after Samuel de Champlain its discoverer,
the Great Lakes, the Missi . ~sippi o

The French either discovered,

explored or colonized the areas of the U.S. bounded by Maine,
Vermont, New York, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Florida,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas,
Wyoming, Montana, N.o rth Dakota, Wiseonsin, Michigan, Illinois,
and Ohio as well as Oregon.
So we know that being an American does not mean being
first to discover, explore or colonize areas now within the
United States bounoariesD nor does it mean being an early
settler in North America.

Being first and being early may

have some significance, but they are not crucial determinants.
Does being an American nean participating in American
institutions?

The first form of participation for all capable

adults especially males coming to the territory of the United
States is entry into the labor force.

For adult males without

other means of support this is a necessary, but not a sufficient
condition for being considered an Arnerlcan.

Otherwise, there

would not be the question, currently, of what to do about illegal
working aliens in the U.S. today.

For the females, if their

work was largely confined to their homes in the seventeenth
and eighteenth century, the development of the textile industry
in the nineteenth century gave women an alternative to
marriage, servanthood, or for Catholics, the religious life,
and so we find that from the mid-nineteenth century on, the

-ssingle immigrant women in textile centers were expected to
work for a living.

But this paid-labor no more guaranteed

her statue as an American than it had for the malesa

Is participation in the poli~cal arena a criteria for
· being conside:re~ an Ame r ican? -P.robably this is c r ucf aJ:. .

The

naturalization · process varying from time to time and fr~m
place to place gave an official stamp to one's claim to be
an American·~ Fral'lco-American 's from 187.4 on (whel\ the

repat1~iation Congress in Montreal failed) · opted in increasing
numbers to naturalize.

The data for · Brunswick, Maine indicate

that peaks may have occurred in election years when political
iilterest was highest and probably vote

· were solicited.

The

Brunswick data shows a peak number of naturalizations in the
period 1916-l!no..

Is this the byproduct of World War I

patriotism or the Woman's Suffrage movement?

Unfortunately,

the ~ata are not broken down by sex so we don°t know.

It is

also true that until 1922, woman could become citizens by
marrying citizens and so did not have to go through the
naturalization process.
.

But th y did have to go ~rough the
1ll 1'h(

-t...,..... h-,,h, , -.., #1.,

voting registration process which until the 1960 1 s required
~

~

modicum of ability to read English.

j ~··J

,

I

Tltc zeqaixen~nu to

be able tie &:ead Engl# sh i.g a 20th. century 1 nnoyation as far
~

feting p.tOce acuu, e ae 8QiA01u·ned •

7

. We will come back to this point, but let me first describe
briefly the immigration of French-Canadian and Acadians to the
United States.

The first to oome were the Acadians who were

deported by the English (le grand derangement) from their
century and a half old homelands on the Bay of FW1dy to the
English colonies of North Americaf to France, to the French
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Antilles.

Many of the displaced Acadians found their way to

Louisiana to be the ancestors of todays "Cajons".

Others

drifted back to New Brunswick to feel again threatened by the
English soldiers and Tories settling in New Brunswick after
the American Revolution.

So some Acadians moved again to

settle in the Madawaska territory along the upper St. John
Valley.

An attempt to gain secure titles to lands, this

second "derangement" brought the Acadians to what is now
United States territory in the 17B0's.

Other French-Canadians,

partisans of the American revolutionary oauae were given

lands in Northern New York called the Refugee Tract after the
Revolution and in

the

Western Reserve.

In the first part of

the 19th century, there were some political refugees from
anti-French nreign of terror" of an Engli h governor (1807~
1811) and then later refugee leaders of the abortive revolution

of

1837 in Canada, the Patriots.

largely to Vermont.

BOth of these groups migrated

But with these exceptions the migration

to the United States was not directly the result of political
pressures.

In the 19th century the French-Canadians were

caught in the classical Malthusian di1emma of too many people
.on too little fertile land.

Farms had been subdivided to the

point of diminishing returns, poor laid had been drawn into
cultivation, markets for farm goods were poor as was transportation to markets.
were Held by

Furthermore, tracts of fertile land

the· British

and inaccessible to the French.

A.1 1 this combined .with an ethic of high fertility c·r eated a

tremendous pressure on the French to migrate.

By 1850 migra-

tion to New England developed a permanent character rather
than the seasonal character ·it had had before.
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During the Civil War, immigration slackened somewhat,
however, some 20,000 to 40,000 French-Canadians
in the Northern armies.

were enlisted

After the Civil War a rapid develop-

ment of markets for New England industries created employment
; opportunities that were lacking in Canada.

Mason Wade estimates

that at least 500,000 French-Canadians migrated to the United
States between 1865 and 1890 and perhap~ half a million more
came between 1905 and 1929, a period when Canadian immigraticn
again bee~ heavy.

In 1940, the Unite~ States Census reported

the number of French-Canadian born or of mixed parentage as
908,000.

This of course, does not take into acCOWl.t the

descendants of earlier immigrants such as myself.

My estimate

of the number of French-Canadian origin persona in the United
States today is around six million.

We will know more

accurately if we can persuade the Bureau of the Census to
treat French-American en a par with the Spanish-Americans in
the 1980 census, but more about that latero

[slides]

What is unique about this migration to -~he United States
is that it was an overland migration.with the distances

relatively small so that one could walk and many early
migrants did.

It might be thought that the ,r elative ease

of transportation may have encouraged French-Canadian immigrants
to re-emigrate more than American immigrants as a whole.

ne third of the immigrants
1
old country. As far as I know

We

know that

coming to the U.S. returned

to the

this has not been studied

for French-Canadians, but l hypothesize that in fact the ease
of movenent across the frontiers actually lowered the rates
of re-emigration.

One could always go back to the old parish

and see that life there was in fact relatively deprived
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compared to life in the States.

Certainly we know that this

is what happened to the great re-emigration Congress in 1874
in Montreal which ended in persuading many Canadians to go to
the

u.s.

homeland.

rather than persuading the emigres to retum to the
By 1900, French-Canadians made up 30 percent of the

Massachusetts textile workers and ~ore than 60 percent of
those in New Hampshire and Maine, according to Mason Wade.
As we have a.aid,. they were well integrated into the economic
structure of New Engalnd by the tum of the century.

They

were mostly citizens either by naturalization, tr ·. birth or
by marriage (until 1922 ei izenship could be acquired by
ma ri-age.) and they were participating in the electorial process
as witne8sed by the election of Dr. Louis J. Martel of Lewiston
to the Maine Legislation in 1884, a French-Canadian origin
Alderman was elected in 1887, and in 1890 Lewiston had a
Franco City Clerk, F. X. Belleau.

In 1907 Rhode Island

elected a French origin governor, Armn Pothiero
Did this economic and political participation make them
full-fledged Americans?

Is that what being an American means?

The French origin leaders in the United State~ had begun
calling themselves Franco-Anaricans in the latter part of the
19th century

(my

maternal grandfather was President of an

Association Catholique Franco-Americaine in 1899).

By this

title Franco-American, our ancestors, were saying they were
no longer French-Canadian, but American and French.

American

politically, economically, and culturally to the extent
necessary to participate politically and economically, but
also French culturally.

It was an early statement of a bi-

cultural and bilingual po . ition.

Cultural pluralism for the
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Franco-Americans as fo~ other immigrant groups was an adaptive
response to the American environment.

They migrated to

participate in the American economic system ,by lBB0's they
I

were participating
in the political system and by the turn
I
of the century they had styled 'themselves Americana of French
. origin - Franco-Americana.

Culturally they would be both.

As

Bessie Bloom Weasel says in "An Ethnic Survey of Woonsocket,
Rhode Island".

"In this they were not along among foreign

nationalities in· :this country.

But they are probably unique

in having promulgated (by the turn of the century) a theory of
A:mericancy which anticipates" the theories of cultural pluralism
of today.

No other natio~ality, Wessel says, can claim to

: have enunciated a theory of. Americanization more clearly or
to have organized its group life more consciously toward a
given end than have the Franco-Americnas.

They would be

bicultural Americans, participants in the political system of
•,·

· the United States.
Following the interpretation of Andrew Greeley of the Center
for the Study of American Pluralismv NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH
CENTER, the University of Chicago, this Franco-American position
was in accord with the founding fathers who decided that the
"central core of beliefs that was to create the American nation
would consist of certain political principle~ as contained in
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitutiono

Early

naturalization laws make clear that to become a citizen one
was not required to give up ~nes religion or nationality or
even· ones language (in fact, Engli•J\

as a·requirement for

citizenship is a twentieth century innovation.)"

However

-10grudgingly, the pre-revolutionary stock Americans did indeed
admit the immigrants of the nineteenth century nrequiring
of them (in theory at least) only that they pledge allegiance
to the political system in order to achieve equal right• as
citizens.n

The theory was flawed in practice, the blacks and

the Native Americans were not given the opportunity to become
citizens.

Orientals were admitted for a time and then

excluded. "Eastern and southern Europeans were admitted by
the millions, but then the American Republic ••• (established)
the discriminating quota system" to limit their access.
"German-Americans paid a heavy cultural price for being German"
during World Wars I and II.

"Japanese-Americans were herded

together in concentration camps during the Second World Waro"
None of these limitations affected the French-Canadians and
the Acadians who as residents of the Western Hemisphere had
relatively free access to1he United States until 1965 and who
were never excluded from citizenship, stigmatized as flthe
enemy" or herded into concentration camps.
suffer from the other limitations.

However, they did

The founding fathers'

theory did not require "(o)f immigrants that they give up their
own language or their own culture, but in practice the social
pressures were so strong that most groups lost their language
and their culture was repressed" according to Greeley.

The

Franco-Americans were caught in this vise of language, religion
and culture pressureso

Their reaction was to band tog~ther,

,to-create their own institutions·:

the parishes, the schools,

.the· newspapers, and their own voluntary associations.

They

became an interest group to be reckoned with in local and state
politics.

'

r
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With . their high degree of organization they survived

through the 1940's politically American, but bilingual and
bicultural and consequently for some personsv questionable
Americans.

~he effects of World War rI on this ethnic community
)I

were draatic.

Men were drafted out of their 'little Canadas'

into the homogenized American military, people mov~d from
their traditional ethnic communities to war-related employmento
Many of the latter were not to retum to their native areas.
r:

!\,

>

I

.The draftees came back convinced that opportunity lay in the
greater American society rather than in t:he ethnic community.
The great Franco-American institutions began to falter:

the

French press all but disappeared1 the ~ranco-American parishes
anglicized thems·e lves and their schools, while the volwitary
societies limped on.

Many persons both within and without

the Franco-American group applauded these dev.e lopments - the

Francos were finally becoming 'real' Americans.
was internal malaise o

Yet there

We didn I t know what to transmit to

our children, we didn't know how much we knew or how much
we were in fact transmitting to our children.

For most parents

and teachers, culture is not problematical, it is, we.transmit
what we know without reflection.

The work of Peter Wolfson

of the University of Vermont is especially interesting in
this regard, demonstrating the tenacity of values and ·
similarities of the "values of the Quebecois and
French Americans.

the

the Vermont

This was the condition of the Franco-

Americans in the early 1960's, politically fully ·accepted,
outwardly conforming to the mainstream culture, but within the
family a traditional set of values and language orientations

~

.

'

,,.
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were transmitted

by

example and out of habitG

The ethnic

reviv~l of the early sixties led to new institutional , supports
for cultural diversity and bilingual,lbicultural education
programs as well as ethnic studies programs began teaching
explicitly what recently had been taught implicitly.

These

educational programs have qiven vital support to the implementation of the theories of americanism of both sets of
fou11ding fathers.

The view.\ of the American founding fathers

and the views of the Franco-American founding fathers on
"What is an American" are not only essentially the same but
their ideal of political unity with cultural diversity has
greater public acceptance today than in any other period in
this century.

I believe that it is a particularly propitious

time to implement educational programs for children of
limited English-speaking ability.

